Influence of macromolecular precipitants on phase behavior of monoclonal antibodies.
For the successful application of protein crystallization as a downstream step, a profound knowledge of protein phase behavior in solutions is needed. Therefore, a systematic screening was conducted to analyze the influence of macromolecular precipitants in the form of polyethylene glycol (PEG). First, the influence of molecular weight and concentration of PEG at different pH-values were investigated and analyzed in three-dimensional (3-D) phase diagrams to find appropriate conditions in terms of a fast kinetic and crystal size for downstream processing. In comparison to the use of salts as precipitant, PEG was more suitable to obtain compact 3-D crystals over a broad range of conditions, whereby the molecular weight of PEG is, besides the pH-value, the most important parameter. Second, osmotic second virial coefficients as parameters for protein interactions are experimentally determined with static light scattering to gain a deep insight view in the phase behavior on a molecular basis. The PEG-protein solutions were analyzed as a pseudo-one-compartment system. As the precipitant is also a macromolecule, the new approach of analyzing cross-interactions between the protein and the macromolecule PEG in form of the osmotic second cross-virial coefficient (B23 ) was applied. Both parameters help to understand the protein phase behavior. However, a predictive description of protein phase behavior for systems consisting of monoclonal antibodies and PEG as precipitant is not possible, as kinetic phenomena and concentration dependencies were not taken into account.